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We present a more efficient way of treating polarization effects in the scattering of low-energy electrons by
molecules within the Schwinger multichannel~SMC! method. We propose to expand the scattering wave
function in a set of functions ofN11 electrons that describe the scattering in an effective way, which allows
the use of a small number of functions to describe the polarization effects. As a first test, we apply the method
to the scattering of electrons by the H2 molecule. We calculate elastic integral and differential cross sections,
and we obtain excellent results with a reduction in the number of configurations of up to 98% when compared
to the traditional method used in the SMC method. This is a substantial size reduction of all matrices involved
in the SMC method and, as a consequence, it represents a promising technique for treating more complex
molecular systems.

PACS number~s!: 34.80.Bm, 34.80.Gs
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During the scattering of low energy electrons by m
ecules there is a significant amount of rearrangement of
molecular electron cloud. These electronic rearrangem
are broadly named polarization effects, with a clear link
the polarization of the molecule in the presence of an ex
nal electric field. How important these rearrangements
depend on the velocity of the incoming electron and the ti
scale for the relaxation of the molecule’s electron clou
When the incoming electron is fast enough, it is generall
good approximation to neglect this relaxation complete
and simply consider that the electron is scattered by a st
unrelaxed electron cloud. It is also necessary, of course
take into account the fact that the incoming electron is ind
tinguishable from the molecule’s electrons. This leads to
so called exchange interaction, and a calculation perform
at this level of approximation, i.e., neglecting the relaxat
effects, is said to be performed at the static-exchange le
However, for low impact energies the polarization effe
cannot be neglected. A classic case is the Ramsauer m
mum in the cross section for electron scattering by CH4.

We present in this paper a method to account for po
ization contributions to the scattering cross sections wit
the Schwinger multichannel~SMC! method. The SMC
method without@1# and with pseudopotentials@2# has been
very successful in the calculations of elastic and inela
cross sections for the scattering of electrons by molecules
the SMC method, the scattering wave function is expan
in a set of Slater determinants, or configurations, and it
lows calculations either at the static-exchange level only
with inclusion of polarization effects. However, the config
ration space in this latter case usually grows very lar
which forbids the proper inclusion of polarization effects f
large molecular systems.

The molecular polarizability can be calculated with re
sonable accuracy without the inclusion of correlation effec
and taking into account only the relaxation of the orbitals
we think in terms of a Hartree-Fock~HF! reference state fo
the target, in the absence of the electric field, the polariza
ity calculation would involve only single excitations from
this reference state, which is enough to describe the orb
relaxation. This makes the calculation of molecular polar
1050-2947/2000/61~4!/042702~6!/$15.00 61 0427
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ability a relatively simple task. However,this is not true in
the scattering case. To make this point more clear, let us tak
the same HF reference state discussed above. Even i
think that the polarization of the target electron cloud cou
still be described by single excitations, as the scattering w
function requires configurations in a space ofN11 elec-
trons, this implies that theN-electron single excitations mus
be multiplied ~and properly antisymmetrized! by an extra
scattering orbital. In practice, this means that the numbe
configurations ofN11 electrons that must be used to d
scribe the scattering wave function can grow very large.

One option to remedy this problem would be an arbitra
selection of which configurations should be included in t
expansion of the scattering wave function. This could
physically motivated by arguing which excitations should
more important in the scattering process. However, ther
always the danger that some relevant configurations are
being included. Moreover, this approach is not system
enough to be easily applied to different situations. Anoth
option is to choose more appropriate orbitals to build
configurations. Along this line are the polarized orbitals@3#,
improved virtual orbitals@4#, and modified virtual orbitals
@5#, which were introduced in the same spirit that natu
orbitals @6# are introduced in bound state problems to im
prove the convergence of configuration interaction calcu
tions. Even though this approach may reduce the numbe
orbitals needed to describe the polarization effects, the nu
ber ofconfigurationsis still large, because, as we mention
before, eachN-electron excited state must be multiplied by
scattering orbital. The polarized orbitals were chosen to
scribe well the relaxation of the target, and were not op
mized to be scattering orbitals. Therefore, a large numbe
scattering orbitals may still be needed, which will in tu
lead to a large configurational space. For electron-molec
scattering calculations, the complex Kohn method@7# used
polarized orbitals to speed convergence of the configura
space while the SMC method has used natural orbitals@8#,
and more recently, modified virtual orbitals and polariz
orbitals @9# for this same purpose.

As can be seen, an optimal approach would be not a
lection of more effective orbitals, but rather a direct select
of effective configurations. This is exactly what we propo
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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in the present paper. As will be described below, we h
devised a way of selecting configurations that lead to a ra
convergence of integral, as well as differential, cross sect
as a function of the number of configurations. They a
therefore, describing the scattering in an effective way,
we have named them effective configurations~EC’s!. The
EC’s allow a substantial size reduction of all matrices
volved in the SMC method, which will be very useful fo
more complex molecular systems. As a first application
the method, we have chosen the elastic scattering by H2. It
was chosen because it is a simple system, extremely
characterized, and allows us to perform not only conver
calculations to take as a reference, but also exploratory t
which are necessary when a new method is proposed.

The SMC method@1# has been described in great detail
many previous publications, and we only review here
main equations which are important for our analysis. T
scattering wave function is expanded in Slater determina
of N11 electrons as

uC (kW )
(6)

&5(
m

am
(6)~kW !uxm&, ~1!

wheream
(6)(kW ) are variational parameters. The set of Sla

determinantsuxm& defines the configuration space used
expand the scattering wave function. For a static-excha
calculation, where polarization effects are completely
glected, the Slater determinants used are formed from a
symmetrized products of the target ground state wave fu
tion, uf1&, by one-electron functionsuw i&, i.e.,

uxm&5Auf1&uw i&, ~2!

whereA is an antisymmetrizer. To treat polarization effec
in the calculation, the space of configurations is enlarg
through the inclusion of configurations of the type

uxm&5Auf j&uwk&, j >2, ~3!

where theuf j&, j >2, are virtual states of the molecular ta
get, obtained from its ground stateuf1& by single excitations.
The uwk& are one-electron functions, as before. The result
expression for the scattering amplitude is

@ f kW i ,kW f
#52

1

2p (
m,n

^SkW f
uVuxm&~d21!mn̂ xnuVuSkW i

&, ~4!

where

dmn5^xmuA(1)uxn&, ~5!

and

A(1)5
Ĥ

N11
2

~ĤP1PĤ!

2
1

~VP1PV!

2
2VGP

(1)V.

~6!

In the above equations,uSkW i
& is a product of a target stat

with a plane wave, i.e., it is a solution of the unperturb
HamiltonianH0. The interaction potential between the inc
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dent electron and the molecular target is given byV, andĤ
5E2H is defined as the total energy of the collisionE mi-
nus the full system HamiltonianH5H01V. P is the projec-
tion operator for the energetically open electronic states
the target,

P5(
l

open

uf l&^f l u. ~7!

In the present case we will consider only the ground el
tronic state as energetically open, i.e.,P5uf1&^f1u. Finally,
GP

(1) is the free-particle Green’s function projected onto t
P space.

As we mentioned before, our aim is to introduce a new
of configurations in place of theuxm& and, as a consequenc
to reduce the size of all matrices of Eq.~4!. To start, let us
consider the eigenstatesuc i

N11& of the matrix formed by the
full Hamiltonian written in the space of configurationsuxm&,
i.e., the matrixHmn5^xmuHuxn&. The space spanned b
these eigenstates is exactly the same as the space spann
the uxm& configurations, i.e., the transformationuc i

N11&
5(mUimuxm& is simply a rotation within theuxm& space. We
now consider the use of the eigenstatesuc i

N11& to expand the
scattering wave functionuC (kW )

(6)
&. If we use all theuc i

N11&
eigenstates, we obtain the same result as if we use theuxm&
configurations. However, we propose to select asubsetof all
the uc i

N11& to expand the scattering wave function, and wh
we will show below is that this subset may be chosen to
much smallerthan the full space spanned by all theuxm&.
These eigenstates used in the expansion of the scatte
wave function are what we call the effective configuration
The idea behind the use of the eigenstates of the full Ham
tonian is that, even though they may correspond to reson
states, and therefore would not be true bound states,
carry information about the interaction of the extra electr
with the target within the range of the potentialV, which is
relevant for the scattering process at low incoming energ
One could say that some of these eigenstates may rese
the scattering wave function within the range ofV.

Note that even though the diagonalization of the f
Hamiltonian still involves all theuxm& configurations, this is
relatively simple when compared to the calculation of t
scattering amplitude. Moreover, standard packages,
GAMESS @10#, for example, can be used to perform this tas

The SMC method uses Cartesian Gaussian function
represent the molecular and scattering orbitals, which p
mits the analytical evaluation of all matrix elements in E
~4!, except those in thêxmuVGP

(1)Vuxn& term, which are
evaluated by a numerical quadrature@11#. The basis func-
tions were selected to reproduce well the H2 polarizability
and the elastic integral cross section. They are compo
of 6s functions ~exponents 39.186 359, 6.567 806
1.774 537 5, 0.623 416 8, 0.235 659, 0.089 189 0! and 4p
functions ~exponents 5.6, 1.4, 0.178 571, 0.05! centered on
the H atoms, and 2d functions ~exponents 0.041 835
0.011 785! centered in the middle of the H-H bond. The va
ues obtained for the polarizability components parallel a
perpendicular to the molecular axis are 6.45 a.u. and 4
a.u., respectively. The calculations were performed using
2-2
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EFFECTIVE CONFIGURATIONS IN ELECTRON- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042702
finite field method@10#, and these values are in good agre
ment with other theoretical calculations@12,13#. With these
basis functions we can generate a total of 2021 config
tions to be used in the expansion of the scattering wave fu
tion. This defines the full space ofuxm& configurations dis-
cussed above.

To select which EC’s to include, we use two criteria.~i!
We first select the configurations based on the energies o
EC’s relative to the ground state energy of the neutral m
ecule (E0). The energiesEEC of the EC’s are simply the
eigenvalues of theN11 Hamiltonian matrix, and when we
say that a cutoff ofEcut was used, this means that all th
EC’s with EEC such thatEEC2E0<Ecut maybe used to ex-
pand the scattering wave function. Intuitively one would e
pect that the lowest energy eigenstates should be more
portant to expand the scattering wave function, and thi
precisely what we find.~ii ! From this set of configuration
we are going to select a subset that is actually going to
used in the expansion of the scattering wave function.
make such a selection we use the diagonal elements o
(PV1VP) matrix in the basis of eigenstates of theN11
Hamiltonian. We choose another cutoff (PV1VP)cut such
that only the EC’s that have an absolute value of the diago
element larger than (PV1VP)cut will be considered. The
diagonal element ofPV1VP is the average value of thi
operator for a particular effective configuration. The opera
P, defined in Eq.~7!, is a projector onto the electronic ope
channel space and its presence defines the coupling lev
the problem and carries the information that out ofN11
electrons,N are bound to the molecule. In the primitive co
figuration space, thePV1VP operator has nonzero diagon
elements only among configurations constructed with ta
wave functions ofP @those defined by Eq.~2!—the static-
exchange type of configurations#. On the other hand, in the
effective configuration space@combination of open and
closed channel type of configurations defined by Eqs.~2! and
~3!#, the diagonal element ofPV1VP takes into account the
coupling between open-open and open-closed channels
therefore it is related to the range of the scattering poten
A trial wave function will contribute to scattering if both th
wave function and the scattering potentialV are nonzero in
the same region of space. This is at the heart of the S
method ~and of the regular Schwinger variational meth
@14#!. If we only use the energy criterion we include stat
that have low energy but have small overlap with the sc
tering potential, which, as shown below, may introduce n
merical instabilities in the calculation@a near zero in the
denominator of the scattering amplitude, given by Eq.~4!#.
The PV1VP criterion eliminates this kind of state an
chooses trial configurations with strong coupling betwe
open-open and open-closed channels. This criterion fur
decreases the size of the trial basis space.

In Fig. 1 we present the integral cross section decompo
by symmetry. We show the results for2Sg , 2Su , and 2Pu

1

global symmetry. For each symmetry we present~i! the re-
sults using all possible configurations for that given symm
try ~we name it the full calculation!; ~ii ! the results with all
configurations that satisfy the criterion~i! of the previous
paragraph forEcut 5 20 eV ~this value is used because it
the smallest possible value ofEcut that gives good results fo
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the cross sections when compared to the full calculatio!;
~iii ! the results using the configurations from a subset fr
~ii ! using (PV1VP)cut51024. First of all, it is important to
stress that the same criteria of selection of configurations

FIG. 1. Symmetry resolved integral cross section. Compari
of our present calculated results. Open circles: full configurat
space; open squares: withEcut520 eV; open triangles: withEcut

520 eV and (PV1VP)cut>1024.
2-3
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AZEVEDO, DA SILVA, AND LIMA PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042702
being used for all the symmetries. Second, one should
that even though the results using only the energy cu
criterion seem to be already converged to the full calculati
it may lead to spurious structures in the cross sections~see
the results for the2Sg symmetry!. However, when we use
the (PV1VP)cut criterion we not only reduce the number
configurations~which in itself is very desirable!, but also
eliminate all the spurious structures. As can be seen alre
from these results, we can reproduce the full calculation w
only a small number of configurations, of the order of 2–3
of the total number of configurations for each symmetry.

From Fig. 1, one can see that the2Pu
1 symmetry is not as

well converged as the other symmetries. Therefore
present a more detailed analysis for this symmetry, whic
shown in Fig. 2. We first show the convergence of the in
gral cross section toward the full calculation as a function
Ecut. ForEcut5100 eV the result is already indistinguishab
from the full calculation. One should note that by only usi
Ecut to select the EC’s, the necessary number of configu
tions is already only 44% of the total number of configu
tions for this symmetry. ForEcut5100 eV, we further studied

FIG. 2. 2P1 symmetry cross section. Comparison of o
present result using~a! different Ecut’s and ~b! different (PV
1VP)cut’s for Ecut5100 eV.
04270
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the effect of (PV1VP)cut. For (PV1VP)cut51026 we
reach a limit where the result is indistinguishable from t
full calculation, but using only 23% of the total number
configurations for this symmetry. Therefore, we show that
changing both theEcut and the (PV1VP)cut criteria, we
have a systematic way of improving the convergence tow
the full calculation, but still keeping the total number of r
quired EC’s much smaller than the full configurational spa

In Fig. 3 we present the elastic integral cross section c
culated with all the 2021 configurations and with a selec
set of EC’s. When all the 2021 configurations are includ
our results are in good agreement with the experimental d
of Jones@15# and of Dalbaet al. @16#, and with the theoret-
ical results of Gibson and Morrison@17#, which gives us
confidence in our basis functions. The EC’s were selec
using Ecut520 eV and (PV1VP)cut51024, which gave a
good agreement with the full calculation for the partial sy
metry studies presented before. As can be seen, the re
are in excellent agreement with the reference calculat
The total number of EC’s used is 45 configurations, or
other words only 2.23% of all possible configurations. F
comparison, we also present the cross sections calculate
the static-exchange level. The results at this level are v
poor, which shows that polarization effects are very imp
tant to reproduce the experimental data. Therefore, the g
agreement between theory and experiment with only 45 E
is not a reflection of the lack of importance of polarizatio
effects, but rather an indication that our choice of EC’s
capturing the essential physics.

FIG. 3. Elastic integral cross section. Open circles: present
sults using the full configuration space~2021 configurations!; open
squares: present results using 45 effective configurations withEcut

520 eV and (PV1VP)cut>1024; open down triangles: presen
static-exchange results; open up triangles: theoretical results of
@17#; solid squares: experimental data of Ref.@16#; solid circles:
experimental data of Ref.@15#.
2-4
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FIG. 4. Elastic differential cross sections at 1, 3, 5, and 7 eV. Comparison of our present results obtained with full configuratio
~2021 configurations!, with 45 effective configuration space, with the static-exchange level of approximation, and experimental data o
@18#, @19#, and@20#.
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We also calculated differential cross sections, which
presented in Fig. 4 for incident energies of 1, 3, 5, and 7
We present results with all 2021 EC’s included, with only
EC’s included, and also at the static-exchange level.
comparison we also include experimental results@18–20#.
As can be seen, our reference calculation is in good ag
ment with the experimental results. Once more the sta
exchange calculation gives a very poor agreement with
experimental results as well as with the reference calculat
which indicates that polarization effects are very importa
Even at 7 eV one can see that polarization effects mus
considered. As in the case of the integral cross section,
results with only 45 EC’s already capture the importa
physics, which shows that only 2.23% of all configurations
s.
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already enough to describe well the polarization effects.
In conclusion, we have presented a method to calcu

low energy electron-molecule scattering cross secti
within the SMC method that is much more efficient wh
polarization effects are important. This method relies on
expansion of the scattering wave function in a set of fu
tions ofN11 electrons which describe the important phys
in an effective way, allowing the reduction of the configur
tion space ofN11 electrons by almost 98%. We have test
this methodology in the scattering of electrons by H2 with
great success, and more applications are under way.
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